change. These models simulate dynamics at different scales of resolution in process and space, from photosynthetic light response in different portions of the canopies to aggregate carbon, nutrient, and water balance and biogeography across large landscapes. Nevertheless, each model was used to estimate the response of southern forest growth, and in the case of the larger-scale regional models, vegetation distribution, to scenarios of future climatic conditions. Consequently, taken as a set of models, their predictions estimate growth under increased CO 2 levels, temperature, tropospheric ozone, and decreased regional water availability. When these models have been used for predictions, and when they are under the same scenario of future conditions, their predictions can be compared and contrasted. This comparison either increases confidence in our understanding about the probable direction of these effects or draws attention to the importance of the differences in assumptions among the models.
The models in this section represent a wide variety of approaches to the problem of predicting the response of southern forests to climatic change. They differ in the way they calculate photosynthesis, and in the way that photosynthesis is utilized to build tree leaves, branches, stems, and roots. Several models use a mass-balance approach, predicting forest-stand growth by estimating how much carbon or water is available to construct plant organs or maintain plant community canopies. Other models use known correlations between overall forest productivity and climatic conditions without considering the details of carbon, energy, or water balance within those forests.
There are ecosystem processes that could be affected by altered climatic conditions that are not considered in any of the models reviewed here. For example, climate change could certainly alter the fire frequency in a region by drying out the dead organic matter and creating a flammable fuel-load environment More fires, in turn, would undoubtedly reshape forests in many ways. A change in flooding frequency could modify the dynamics in forests that have become tuned to a particular rate for their normal cyclic processes, as well as having devastating effects on forests that rarely experience floods. Climatic change can also alter the ability of insects or pathogens to spread, and alter the susceptibility of trees to attack by these agents. We know much less about how to model these processes. Therefore, the models discussed here represent examinations of the better understood processes that are potentially affected by global change This chapter summarizes the overall conclusions that can be drawn from comparing and contrasting these modeling results concerning forest productivity and distribution. Our goal is to summarize only the models used in the SGCP. We do not make any effort to justify why these models and not others were used, nor do we attempt to position these models hi the entire field of models available elsewhere to simulate forest responses to climate change. Both of these would make fascinating exercises, but they are well beyond the scope here. Nevertheless, the models that were used are capable of simulating an excellent cross-section of processes and responses at each significant scale of forest dynamics. Thorough model descriptions can be found in the appropriate chapter elsewhere in this book; 26. Summary of Simulated Forest Responses to Climate Change 481 consequently, we discuss only the most relevant portions of the assumptions in these models.
Although many other aspects of forests could be altered, for example, structure, successional sequences, understory, and so forth, this review examines predictions of productivity and distribution only because they were simulated by a significant subset of the models. Through a comparison of the behavior of these models, we can evaluate the sensitivity of predictions to different assumptions about how forests grow. If two or more models, which were constructed from very different conceptual frameworks and were based on significantly different sets of assumptions, arrive at the same conclusions, it may suggest that the predictions are relatively insensitive to the exact method used to represent forest dynamics in a given model. That fact alone could greatly increase our confidence in the predictions being made.
Before we use models for policy and management planning, it is necessary to gain confidence in model predictions. It is not possible to validate predictions of responses to novel combinations of future climate, nutrition, pollution, and so forth, but we can attain greater insight into these predictions by comparing the results of independently developed forest-process models. Although we may gain confidence in predictions when different models simulate similar results, we must study the results of each model very carefully to determine whether models are agreeing for the wrong reasons. In many cases, comparisons among models does not bolster our confidence hi any one model, as is the case in the recently reported VEMAP study (Schimel et al., 1997 , Field et al., 1996 . However, agreement in predictions often signals that independent groups agree that the same processes are responsible for driving the behavior of the forest system. Each model has been demonstrated to be capable of accurately reproducing known dynamics in existing forest stands. However, those demonstrations do not provide an adequate test of whether they contain accurate representations of the mechanisms that will come into play in real forests after they are exposed to new climatic conditions. Each of these models, however, is the embodiment of a well considered and thoroughly studied set of concepts about how forests function, and therefore each provides a platform for logically extrapolating forest behavior under future scenarios of climate change.
Although there is considerable agreement among these models with respect to the general direction of response we are liable to see hi forest growth under future climates, the greatest value of studying the similarities and differences among the models may not lie in their agreement What we seek through the use of these models is an understanding of those mechanisms that will be of greatest importance in determining forest response in order that we may study them more thoroughly. No matter how thoroughly these models suggest we understand forest dynamics, scientists hi this field know that our study of these dynamics is in its infancy. A comparison of the models and the differences hi their predictions will help hi an evaluation of our present understanding.
It is not easy to unravel the reasons for differing predictions among models; it is often no easier than understanding why models based on entirely different sets of relationships should produce the same results. Models of biological systems are, of necessity, complex interwoven structures with layers upon layers of interdependent relationships. The tools are not yet available to permit a sensitivity analysis of the importance of a given relationship to the response of a model to a change in a certain input such as temperature. Nevertheless, in the course of using each model to make predictions, the modelers gain an understanding of the key relationships governing the behavior they observed. We used these insights whenever possible to determine those relationships that might have contributed to the differences or similarities in predictions. The reader must keep in mind, however, that the major purpose of a discussion of these similarities and differences is to attempt to identify those points at which our conceptual framework regarding the mechanisms and relationships that drive forest dynamics needs to be improved through more extensive study. Better predictions can be developed by understanding what can be gained by including a given concept in a particular model and what is lost by ignoring a given relationship in another.
General Approaches to Forest-Growth Prediction in the Models
The models used to predict forest productivity under future climate scenarios in the SGCP (Table 26 .1) represent a wide variety of approaches to making this projection. In Table 26 .1, the models are arranged according to the scale at which they represent mechanisms contributing to the calculation of forest growth and distribution. At one end of the spectrum, MAESTRO (Wang and Jarvis, 1990) focuses on the availability of light throughout a canopy and the photosynthesis that can be achieved given that light regime. This model constructs a prediction of productivity from our knowledge of the most basic plant processes. On the other end of the spectrum, SOFOCLES, (Smith et al:, Chapter 24) simulates regional forest growth without explicitly simulating biological mechanisms.
The models MAESTRO and SPM (Cropper and Gholtz, 1993) both focus on a rigorous calculation of photosynthesis for a small forest stand, but MAESTRO concentrates on accurate estimates of leaf-level functions (i.e., photosynthesis, transpiration, and respiration), and SPM focuses on the balance of the carbon budget within the forest MAESTRO evaluates whether productivity will change based on the limitations to net photosynthesis, respiration, and transpiration; SPM considers whether photosynthesis will be limited by a lack of demand for the carbon products produced and made available for tissue growth. Similarly, in UTM (Dixon et al., 1978; Luxmoore 1989) , winked to PTAEDA2, predictions focus on whether the carbon demand for tissue growth is sufficient to maintain the gradient of carbon within the trees. This gradient is necessary to keep carbon flowing from the leaves and prevent leaf-starch buildup which could downregulate photosynthesis.
These models, may either underestimate or overestimate carbon demand by assuming that the allometry of carbon allocation throughout a tree will remain relatively constant under new environmental conditions. However, the demand and Barber, 1987; Yanai, 1994) is to evaluate whether an increase in investment below ground would be of benefit to the plant, that is, whether nutrient uptake can be accelerated to keep up with increasing demands for nutrients coming from plants with abundant supplies of carbon available for structure building. On the next-larger scale, the models focus less on specific trees or specific portions of trees and more on aggregate stand processes. In this group, PIPE-STEM (Valentine et al., Chapter 19) describes the growth of a stand in terms of production and loss of dry matter. The distinctions among types of models blur, of course, because PIPESTEM is similar to the earlier models mentioned in its physiological underpinning; dry matter production is proportional to photosynthesis minus construction and maintenance respiration. The PIPESTEM model divides dry matter production into new leaf, fine root, woody root, and woody stem tissue in proper proportions to maintain functional balance, using the pipetheory assumption that trees build leaves to obtain carbon; leaves need stem and roots to supply them with support and resources. Forest growth is determined by the effect of environmental conditions on photosynthesis and respiration, with net photosynthesis determining the production of each type of tissue, added in proportion to maintain the functional relationship among them. Negative feedback between accumulated forest mass and crown rise and self-thinning rates cap the growth as forests age.
The BIOMASS model (McMurtrie and Wolf, 1983; McMurtrie, 1985; McMurtrie et al., 1992 ) also focuses on aggregate stand properties, assuming that trees are limited by the available photosynthetic fixation. Both BIOMASS and PIPESTEM assume that biomass will increase in a canopy if the leaves provide the carbon for building after the daily demands of maintenance, in the form of respiration, are accounted for. However, while PIPESTEM assumes that carbon allocation is constrained to maintain quantities of nonsupport and support tissues in functional balance, the daily carbon allocation in BIOMASS version 13.0 (Sampson et al., Chapter 21) is constrained only by observed relative growth rates for foliage, stem, and branch, and by the availability of carbon from a labile storage pool. Additionally, the size of the belowground sink for carbon is assumed to be equal to the leaf mass. A unique feature of BIOMASS is its accounting for a labile pool of reserve carbon that can be used to maintain growth rates on days when the balance between photosynthesis and respiration is negative.
The model, PTAEDA2, (Burkhart et al., 1987) focuses on the density dependence of forest-plantation growth. It, too, portrays forest growth as being heavily dependent on the crown ratio (a surrogate for the amount of leaf area) that can be generated. The principal limitation on the amount that can be created is the fixed architecture of canopies and how tightly they become packed within a forest A competition index, based on historical tree growth and density relationships, is used to decrease the growth of trees disadvantaged by being too tightly packed into a stand. In the linkage with MAESTRO, in which information (but not carbon budgets) is passed between models (Cropper et al., Chapter 18) , it is assumed that the stand structure will determine crown size, which, hi turn, will determine net photosynthesis, which is used to build more structure. The predictions of this model are dependent on the assumption that climate change affects only photosynthesis.
The FORET model (Shugart and West, 1977) , linked to PTAEDA2, is a gapsuccessioh model operating at the stand level. The principal assumption hi FORET is that stand growth and composition can be altered by changing the relative growth rates of individual trees. Also, different species are assumed to have different sensitivities to environmental changes. Stand dynamics are changed in this model when an alteration in environment is sufficient to cause a relative increase or decrease hi the growth rate of competing species. In this model, the effect of environment on individual growth is reduced to a relative index of performance.
On the large scale, models are distinguished by the simplifications of biological processes,, which have been made to predict the average behavior of stands on many different types of conditions over large landscapes. The PnET-HS model (Aber and Federer, 1992) , for example, uses only water-holding capacity, four monthly climate variables, and a relative leaf area potential to predict leaf area, and, hi turn, water use and productivity. It is assumed that any plant adjustment to greater details of environment or other properties creates local variation in productivity but contributes little to altering regional production estimates. In tests, this model and its predecessor, PnET, have predicted known runoff rates from forested watersheds, and have proven that this assumption is reasonable for the scale on which the model operates.
A global biogeography model applied at a regional scale, MAPSS (Neilson, 1995) predicts the potential natural vegetation that can be supported at any upland site under a long-term, steady-state climate. The MAPSS model accomplishes this by calculating the available soil moisture and radiant input energy and, in turn, the maximum leaf area that water and energy input can support It uses a set of biophysical rules that describe the leaf form, phenology, and behavioral patterns of plant types observed over large geographical regions. This model assumes that the distributions of vegetation, as represented by leaf area index (LAI) of both woody (shrub and tree, either deciduous or evergreen) and grass lifeforms, are constrained by either the availability of water in relation to transpirational demands or the availability of energy for growth. Elevated levels of CO 2 can affect vegetation responses to climate change through changes in carbon fixation and water use efficiency (WUE), (carbon atoms fixed per water molecule transpired), which is simulated as a reduction in stomatal conductance. This reduction results in increased LAI (carbon stocks) and usually a small decrease hi transpiration per unit land area. Although the MAPSS approach has proven very successful hi reproducing present patterns of vegetation, it may be unable to predict responses to rapid changes hi climate that are historically unprecedented. This is particularly true if vegetation assemblages are able to deviate from the biophysical constraints presently hi operation across major landscapes in ways we do not understand and therefore cannot anticipate.
The SOFOCLES model is an entirely different type of model that is built around simple representations of the results of experiments hi which plants were subjected to altered climates or resource availability. The mechanisms in this model are relationships identified by these experiments. The emphasis hi this model is to forecast whether definitive predictions can be made given the uncertainty (or error) surrounding the experimental results.
Scenarios Used for Predictions
Two factors that complicate the use of model output comparisons are 1) different data input sets and sources, and 2) combination of changing climate factors. In this section, nine models were used to predict changes hi forest processes from the tree to regional scale. The input data necessary to run the models were derived from site measurements, empirical equations, literature reviews, and compiled regional or global data sets, including output from general circulation models (Table 26 .2). Because they represent various processes, the models draw on somewhat different input data sources. It is not within the scope of this chapter to detail the sources of the databases for each model.
The models often differed in the variables of future climate they included hi their simulations. Most models conducting simulations of increased C0 2 levels compared growth under present CO 2 levels to that under a doubled CO 2 atmosphere (assumed to be close to a constant 700 ppm). Although most models simulated the effects of increased temperature, the magnitude of increases and then-spatial distributions differed. The PTAEDA2/MAESTRO and SPM models used a 4 °C temperature rise; PnET-HS used 3 °C and 7 °C. Such models as PnET-nS, MAPSS, and SOFOCLES used global climate model data (GCM) (Table 26. 2) with spatial variation hi temperature change across the region, however, PIPESTEM ran scenarios of 2 °C and 4 °C temperature change above the long-term historical record from four sites in 'Virginia and North Carolina.
Multiple scenario model runs also complicated the interpretation of model outputs. Some models predicted the influence of multiple environmental factors (i.e., climate change, ozone, and increasing atmospheric CO 2 concentrations) on forest processes; others predicted the influence of a single or multiple climate factor on forest processes. Because of these two complicating factors, the range of predicted environmental change was large and only general statements (i.e., positive or negative) regarding the influence of each variable on ecosystem functions are possible.
Productivity Response to Increases in Temperature, Carbon Dioxide, and Ozone
In interpreting the general conclusions to be drawn from the aggregate results of the simulations, we attempted to ignore most model-specific behavior and, instead, looked toward the overall direction of forest response the models were suggesting. A given model may have separately tested the effects of rising levels of CO 2 and temperature. The modeler may have reported a positive influence of productivity hi the first case and a productivity reduction hi the second. We discuss each of these responses hi the following sections, and we report the net effects of considering all climate change effects simultaneously.
Increasing Temperature
All models, with the exception of PTAEDA2, evaluated the effect of a climatic increase hi temperature. Consequently, the effect of temperature is a logical starting point for the model comparison. There was agreement among the models that increases hi temperature will lead to decreases hi productivity (Table 26 .1). Even though many models did not examine temperature effects independently from other climatic changes, the strong negative response to temperature was apparent hi almost all models. The degree of productivity decline depended heavily on the amount of temperature increase. Furthermore, at a given temperature increase the models varied widely hi the amount of productivity decline predicted However, even models as dissimilar as PnET-ES aiid SPM produced very similar reductions in productivity (20 to 30%) under a 3 °C temperature increase.
The predominant mechanism in the various models that led to this decline was the effect of temperature on increasing the metabolic respiration of tissues. However, the effect of spatial variability in temperature across the southeastern landscape must be considered in applying this generality. For example, PnET-ES predicted that where conditions were presently cool hi northern sections of the southern United States, a 2 to 4 °C increase in temperature would increase net primary production (NPP) hi stands of loblolly pine (Pimis taeda L.); where conditions were presently warm, increased temperatures would make loblolly pine existence marginal. As will be discussed later, such models as BIOMASS, which considered temperature effects hi combination with CO 2 increases and precipitation changes, found growth increases. The effects of temperature increases on respiration hi BIOMASS were relatively insignificant hi the broader context of the simultaneous effects of CO 2 , precipitation, and temperature. Models in which the effects of both temperature and precipitation were integrated through the water and energy balance calculation (e.g., PnET-US and MAPSS), also predicted large negative effects. In PnET-US, changes hi rainfall did not affect stand growth nearly as much as did temperature increases.
Because of the potentially large influence of temperature and respiration on these predictions, we must closely examine the different assumptions used hi calculating respiration in different models. Among the relationships critical to these predictions are assumptions of the quantity of live woody tissue that must be supported by the existing leaf photosynthesis. Because the respiration rates of all tissues increases exponentially with increasing temperature, the ability of trees to withstand temperature increases depends on then-continued ability to supply carbon to meet the needs of the woody tissues. For example, PTAEDA2 assumes that, hi mature loblolly pine stands, leaves must support twenty times then-own weight, while young stands must support only five times their weight (Baldwin et al., Chapter 17).
. Variability hi hourly temperatures or site fertility could also greatly affect the predictions of temperature effects. If a model uses a single annual average or twelve monthly averages to calculate relative respiration for the year (as do most of the large-scale models), it may underestimate the respiration during hot hours of hot days. Because respiration increases with temperature exponentially, the losses during these brief periods can amount to a significant percentage of the annual carbon budget, an amount which could cause an underestimate of. total losses. In another source of possible error, the majority of these models ignore the effects of site fertility on respiration, yet Ryan (1991) showed that respiration can vary greatly with nitrogen content of tissue. Even though respiration is an intensively studied process, there is insufficient understanding of the effects of temperature on respiration of forest stands.
A number of models suggested that an important threshold exists near a 3 °C increase hi average annual temperature at the regional scale. The SPM and PnETHS models showed significant increases hi effects as the annual temperature increases exceeded 3 °C; responses at 3 °C were slight to moderate, but, above this point, responses became severe.
Some models gave an indication that there is liable to be greater variability in growth among forest stands in future climates. This could be very significant because the key to the viability of a population in a given region is its ability to survive extreme years of poor conditions. Instead of all stands growing somewhat more poorly than present, it is possible that some stands would experience no growth decreases and others would be completely eliminated. This finding could result in segmented forests with large gaps on sites where conditions exceeded the threshold of viability for brief but sufficient periods of time. The MAPSS model predicted a wholesale conversion of vegetation types, from closed forest to woodlands and savannas because critical thresholds were exceeded.
Increasing Carbon Dioxide
All models that tested the effects of CO 2 alone showed growth increases. However, they diverged widely in their estimates of how much of the photosynthesis gain would be expressed in growth increases. Most models suggested that a doubling of CO 2 could double the photosynthesis rate, but the growth increases would probably be considerably less than double the present rates. The results from PTAEDA2/MAESTRO suggested that almost twice as much carbon could be available for growth in individual trees under a doubling of CO 2 ; SPM results indicated that the canopy average increase in growth is more likely to be 60 to 70%. The PIPESTEM and BIOMASS models similarly predicted increases of from 65 to 74% and 75 to 80%, respectively. In BIOMASS, the amount of increase was predicted to be highly dependent on the ability of the site soil to provide an ample supply of nutrients; PIPESTEM projected that increased rates of biomass accumulation could occur with no additional uptake of nitrogen through building woody material instead of foliar or fine root dry matter. The PTAEDA2/ MAESTRO simulations also suggested that productivity increases would reach their potential only if fertilization treatments are begun.
It is interesting to compare these results with those of models using very different sets of assumptions to drive productivity. For example, PnET-IIS calculates a maximum leaf area that is sustainable at a location given the climate at that location (although nitrogen concentration in the leaves drives the amount of production from that leaf area). Because CO 2 is not one of the factors governing this maximum, PnET-US is incapable of directly producing an increase in leaf area under elevated levels of CO 2 , but could indirectly increase leaf area under elevated CO 2 levels by changing WUE (permitting more leaf per unit of water available). A similar process and result is possible from MAPSS. However, over a large landscape there may be insufficient opportunities to capture more light in existing forest canopies to allow vegetation to take advantage of the higher photosynthesis rates physiologically possible under elevated CO 2 levels. The assumptions in a given model about those limitations in resources that constrain the possible behavior play an enormous role in determining whether or not the predictions will show a response.
Increasing Tropospheric Ozone Levels
The UTM/FORET/PTAEDA2 model and the PTAEDA2/MAESTRO model considered the effect of ozone on carbon gain. Both models concluded that, independent of any other environmental change, ambient ozone levels are causing a decrease in productivity and would expect larger decreases under higher levels of ozone anticipated in the future. The UTM/FORET/PTAEDA2 model simulated a direct impact of ambient ozone on stomatal regulation, which then translated to water stress for trees and stand-wide growth decline in combination with dry periods and elevated air temperature.
Combined Effects
Increases hi C0 2 levels, temperature, and ozone are all liable to occur in concert with one another. Table 26 .3 reports the predicted net-effect of these simultaneous changes on stand productivity, based on simulations using a temperature increase of 3 to 4 °C and a doubling of atmospheric CO 2 concentration. This table also reports the most probable reason for reported effects and the most probable process dominating model behavior in producing the overall response. Not all models simulated the response to increases in all variables or simulated an influence of temporal and spatial variability across the southeastern landscape. Models that operate at the regional and greater scales, such as MAPSS and PnET-US, constructed predictions for each section of the heterogeneous southeastern region, using site-specific soil properties and temperature and precipitation predictions. Among all these sites, a variety of changes hi leaf area (and, therefore, productivity) are predicted, with some sites showing declines because of large local temperature changes, some showing declines because of sensitive soil conditions, and some showing increases because of positive local climate changes. The results reported in Table 26 .3 are an average of the local responses, and therefore reflect only an overall trend and not the underlying broad heterogeneity of site-specific responses.
The SPM model indicated that the positive response to CO 2 would outweigh the negative depression of growth caused by temperature-induced increases in respiration. The PIPESTEM model was in agreement with this result, indicating that the negative effects of a 4 °C rise would be overwhelmed by the positive growth response to an atmosphere of 700 ppm CO 2 . This model predicts that the gain in growth will be half of what would be realized without temperature increases, but nevertheless represents a significant net positive response.
The BIOMASS model examined more extensively how temperature and CO 2 might interact over a wide variety of regional sites, and predicted that for almost all GCM scenarios the positive effects of CO 2 fertilization would outweigh the negative effects of increased temperature. Only in the GCM with the greatest predicted rise hi temperature, 7 °C hi the UKMO model, did CO 2 response fail to offset the decline hi productivity caused by temperature-induced increased respiration costs. In this scenario, the two very nearly canceled each other, so that the UKMO model produced the least response in BIOMASS to climate change scenarios.
Analysis of simulations with the BIOMASS model also concluded that productivity would increase under probable future climates. In this model, increased photosynthesis with CO 2 fertilization offset increased respiration losses from temperature. The PTAEDA2/MAESTRO model also predicted increasing productivity with climate change for this reason. Additionally, the BIOMASS model predicted that photosynthesis increases would more than compensate for growth losses from drought, which, dissimilar to PTAEDA2/MAESTRO, it had considered.
Similarly, PIPESTEM predicted that assimilation would more than compensate for respiration losses, using an atmosphere of 700 ppm CO 2 and a temperature increase of 4 °C. Because the relationships in PIPESTEM focused on the significance of increased carbon assimilation for stand-structure development and because the model contains a density dependent feedback limitation to stand growth, it is significant that the model did not find the increase in productivity to be limited by the closing of the canopy. This may be the result the model's prediction that canopies would elongate into taller trees with longer crowns and more leaves. The resulting stand density decreases did not limit growth increases.
Although the SPM model concluded that the combination of a 7 °C temperature and CO 2 increases would cause a net decrease in growth, this result reflected the assumption that future CO 2 increase would be only 500 ppm. Given the reported rate of growth decline with 4 °C temperature increase (a loss of approximately 150 g/m 2 ) and growth increase at 500 ppm (an increase of 150 g/m 2 ), a linear extrapolation of the model results suggests a net growth increase at 4 °C and 700 ppm. Even at 4 °C an increase a growth increase was predicted.
The remaining models found the opposite result, a decrease in productivity. Each of the remaining models focuses on a particular aspect of forest dynamics with the capability of limiting growth responses to C0 2 . Although the UPTAKE model did not make predictions of growth under climate change, it demonstrated that under moderate to low rates of soil-nutrient supply, nutrient uptake has limited ability to increase the supply of nutrients (Kelly and Yanai, Chapter 16) . This means that a plant could have difficulty keeping up with an accelerated demand for nutrients generated in plants. Cropper et al., (Chapter 18) suggests that phosphorus availability limitations could prevent potential growth increases from being realized unless stands were fertilized. Low availability of nutrients could dilute nutrient concentrations of aboveground material, resulting in less carbon fixation and less construction of tissues to place newly fixed carbon.
None of the models considered in this section exhaustively evaluated whether nutrients are liable to become more available, either through increased decomposition rates caused by increased temperature and/or through increased atmospheric deposition. Also, none of the models considered whether nutrients are liable to become less available, through decreased decomposition caused by higher carbon to nitrogen ratios in decomposable plant material. No consideration was paid to the potential that increases hi nitrogen deposition, a trend that will undoubtedly continue into the future and become a part of the altered climate, could lead to higher rates of availability and less need for root expansion and efficient uptake mechanisms. Alternatively, no models evaluated the probability that nitrogen will become less available as high carbon tissues become incorporated into the litter and soil-organic matter. With the exception of PnET-US, none of the photosynthesis routines in any of the physiologically based models consider the necessity of maintaining nitrogen levels in leaf tissues in order fix carbon at accelerated rates.
The UTM/FORET/PTAEDA2, SOFOCLES, and PTAEDA2/MAESTRO models assumed that an important part of the future climate will be increases hi ozone exposure levels. These models conclude that present and future concentrations of ozone cause productivity reductions of a sufficient level to alter inter-tree competition and stand dynamics, but that these alterations will become dwarfed by reductions caused by the respiratory losses to elevated temperatures. However, a great number of local forest stands could be faced with a less favorable carbon balance than presently exists. Under these conditions, the negative effects of ozone could easily tip the scales from a positive to a negative effect.
In the PnET-HS model, it was predicted that productivity will be decreasing because leaf production has a limited ability to increase and keep pace with high respiration losses caused by higher temperatures. Under moderate temperature increases, this model projects that forests in the warmest locations are presently at risk, with cooler sites predicted to have growth increases as photosynthesis gains outpace respiration losses. However, PnET-HS may have underestimated potential photosynthesis increases in response to elevated levels of CO 2 by assuming that leaf area can be increased only through a more favorable water balance as a result of increased WUE.
When precipitation was predicted to decline, PnET-HS simulated decreases in leaf area and growth, as the needs for evapotranspiration could not be met. This model projected that water availability and use would increase in environments that are presently cooler (and will be wanned moderately but not excessively in the future), decreasing runoff in these locations. However, if water availability did not increase as rapidly as the demand for water (to meet increased evapotranspirational needs) potential gains in leaf area and productivity would not occur. In locations that are presently warm, increased temperatures were predicted to cause leaf area reductions from excessive respiration losses, increasing water availability and runoff.
The MAPSS model predicted that species tolerances to drought will be exceeded. In MAPSS simulations vegetation increased leaf area until water availability became limiting. The MAPSS model simulated LAI (productivity) increases under elevated CO 2 levels if precipitation remained unchanged by assuming WUE reduces stomatal conductance, and hence, the water loss per unit leaf area. Furthermore, MAPSS results suggested that when water loss increased, because of increased temperature or decreased precipitation, sufficient leaf area could be lost to force replacement of the present vegetation by another type able to reach its maximum leaf area on that site. As a consequence, MAPSS predicted a great sensitivity of species ranges to the availability of water.
In MAPSS, stands in the southern portion of the region were projected to experience large decreases in density, and, in extreme cases, distribution, as elevated temperatures reduced water availability below critical thresholds. Ecosystems have historically replaced each other through time as conditions changed. MAPSS captured this behavior, predicting dominance by new vegetation types more suited to new levels of water availability. Because it predicted vegetation replacement, MAPSS produced some of the most drastic predictions of forest alteration. Although the changes seem out of the range of the other models, this may be because other models .have failed to incorporate such thresholds. The biogeographic literature is rich with examples in which species ranges have been shown to be tightly correlated with temperature or water thresholds.
In a result similar to other models, SOFOCLES predicted productivity declines because of the overwhelming effect of temperature on respiration losses. However, SOFOCLES identified that gross carbon gain was usually the most impor-tant variable in determining the estimated change in growtLrate. Where the gross carbon gain was highest, stands were predicted to show productivity increases. In some stands, the most important effect of temperature was on the rate of allocation to stem growth. The effect of temperature on maintenance respiration was never first in importance in determining growth response (it was usually third). This result reflects the relative certainty with which different plant processes are known. Respiration is much more predictable from a given climatic regime and therefore is less apt to be a major source of uncertainty in predictions.
Synthesis

Overall Conclusions
Will future climates produce increases in growth? The models generally suggest that if the only future deviation from the present climate and atmosphere were temperature increases, forests would show large declines 'm growth. A variety of models were in surprising agreement on the magnitude of growth decrease of approximately 20 to 30% with moderate temperature changes (3 °Q. The uniformity of response to temperature alone is probably caused by the similarity of the equations predicting respiration cost in response to temperature in different models. A large body of experimental evidence supports a single form for this relationship, a doubling of respiration with each rise in temperature of 10 °C. Few other relationships in any of these models have as high a rate of change per unit change in environmental variable. Consequently, effects on respiration dominate the model predictions, and because the temperature-respiration relationships are similar, the models produce similar results. Although in agreement regarding the negative consequences of temperature increase, one model, MAPSS, predicts that temperature increases will have their greatest effect on plant-water balance. A decrease in the water available per unit demand could cause widespread change in the distributions of vegetation types.
Similarly, most of the models are in agreement concerning the magnitude of projected growth increases if CO 2 were the only climate variable to change. Here, too, there is general agreement in the literature concerning the form of the response of photosynthesis to CO 2 in plants not previously exposed to high C0 2 for extended periods. Most of the models contain a similar equation representing this relationship. Photosynthesis is a key driver for most of these models.
Although ozone is projected by UTM/FORET/PTAEDA2 and by SOFOCLES to cause significant growth reductions and to have an effect that is magnified by stand-level interactions, the models suggest that its importance will be dwarfed by temperature and CO 2 effects. These models suggest a synergistic interaction in which ozone works in combination with high evaporative conditions to decrease growth. However, there is an enormous absence of data on synergistic interactions. As a consequence, few relationships exist hi any of the models that depend on the interaction of different environmental conditions. For example, a few physiological studies have demonstrated that drought conditions can reduce ozone 26. Summary of Simulated Forest Responses to Climate Change 495 injury (Temple et al., 1993 , Beyers et ah, 1992 , but the UTM model alone considers the interaction of ozone with stomatal regulation. With the exception of WUE responses, mechanisms capable of producing such interactions tend to be missing from these models.
Climate change however, is liable to involve changes in CO 2 , ozone, temperature, and precipitation-all occurring simultaneously. With the exception of the responses of WUE to the interaction of CO 2 , temperature, and precipitation, the effects of climate appear to be additive throughout the simulations of the different models. The models predominately assumed that C0 2 , ozone, temperature, and precipitation each would enhance or deplete the carbon balance of the trees hi the forest stands independently. Simulated stands with high respiratory costs from elevated temperatures, therefore, were not less capable of using elevated CO 2 levels.
The majority of the simulators suggest that growth will increase as a result of the relative responses of the processes that we understand best, that is, photosynthesis and respiration, and those changes that have received the most experimental attention, increases hi temperature and C0 2 levels. Some of the most complex models, however, suggest that such processes as nutrient limitation, drought response, ozone-induced loss of stomatal regulation, inter-tree competition, stand-closure dynamics, and temperature and water balance have the capacity to prevent growth increases. If a model included a representation of the functioning of one of these processes, the process usually played a major role in altering growth increases, suggesting that complex models may be needed to predict the interactions of growth and physiology processes hi forest stands.
Additional Sources of Errors in Prediction
We must recognize that many poorly understood processes, either weakly interlinked in various models or not included at all, could play a major role in changing the predictions of these models. Considerable understanding of the environmental responses of photosynthesis to CO 2 , and the responses of respiration to temperature exist Consequently, these responses are represented in similar ways hi the different models. As a result, the models produce similar predictions about the effects of climate change on photosynthesis and respiration. Some models begin to predict different results when they focus on different processes capable of constraining the influence of changes in photosynthesis and on forest productivity and distribution.
For example, a large amount of carbon is used annually by forests to replace fine roots that are lost during the course of a growing season. We do not know how much control plants have on the rate at which these are lost and replaced. In such models as BIOMASS and PIPESTEM it is assumed that the proportion of newly fixed carbon allocated to root development will remain the same under future conditions. The estimates of the amount of carbon that could be used differ by as much as an order of magnitude. Without sound estimates of root turnover, budgetary models of carbon balance in forests may be greatly hi error hi their estimate of total tree carbon demand. Overestimates of the demand could lead to a conclusion that excess carbon fixed under elevated CO 2 levels should be continually pumped belowground to meet the demand. If, on the other hand, belowground turnover, and therefore belowground demand, is and continues to be relatively small, photosynthesis may decline despite elevated levels of CO 2 because trees have no place to store additional carbon.
Many of the models inadequately treat the way in which physiological systems can be influenced by processes at higher scales. The UTM/FORET/PTAEDA2 linked modeling system examined the ways that effects caused by ozone can be altered by these higher-scale processes. In this case, effects on individual trees translated to effects on a whole stand property (site index), which influenced predicted regional volume increment The UTM model suggested a 5.4% decline in annual stem growth, which caused the model of stand inter-tree competition, FORET, to produce a 5% decline in site index at age twenty-five. In turn, the decline in site index, when passed through the PTAEDA2 model, resulted in a 6% reduction in harvested lumber volume simulated for a thirty-five year rotation. This demonstrates that there is a significant potential for dynamics at one level of organization to be altered by processes at other scales.
Three of the models here, SPM, BIOMASS (the version by Sampson et al., Chapter 21), and UTM have storage pools that can be drawn on to meet the demands of growth when net photosynthate is insufficient In each of these models, simulations highlighted the importance of this buffer to reducing the short-term sensitivity to climatic change. In the SPM model, growth was severely diminished at temperatures greater than 3 °C above the ambient level. This threshold may represent a point where the pool of labile carbon internal to the trees is essentially depleted by higher respiration rates.
Many of the forests hi the southeastern United States are under intensive management at present The degree to which these forests continue to be managed in the future may determine how responsive they will be to the changes discussed here. If the limitations imposed by new climatic conditions can be overcome, for example, with fertilizer or water additions or thinning of canopies, managed systems may show greater response to climate change than would be otherwise anticipated. A more realistic goal might be to maintain growth at its present rate with an infusion of energy into the growth and harvesting system. Of course, the management will not accomplish this task without an enormous input of funds.
Key Processes Influencing Predictions
Which processes have been identified as the most important hi determining the direction of response to climate change? Two. physiological processes, the response of photosynthesis to elevated C0 2 levels and the response of maintenance respiration to elevated temperature were the driving forces behind the predictions of the models focusing on the scale of individual stands and smaller. When the more indirect processes were examined, major changes were predicted to occur through decreasing the water availability. The results indicated it was improbable that the effects of climate change would increase water availability and alleviate drought in many locations. Several indirect processes were largely unexamined by these models, however. For example, the effect of temperature on increases in decomposition and release of nitrogen could increase nitrogen availability and, therefore, fertilize forests. Furthermore, nitrogen deposition from the atmosphere is increasing yearly, potentially improving the internal nitrogen supplies of stands. The result of nitrogen deposition was not considered.
Important features of forested ecosystems other than productivity and distribution were predicted to be vulnerable to modification by some models. For example, runoff from these ecosystems might be modified as a result of decreases in production. The PnET-HS model concluded that large increases in temperature (of the order of 7 °C as predicted by the UKMO model) would cause large decreases in available water and, subsequently, LAI, decreased evapotranspiration, and increased runoff. However, in the simulations of MAPSS that similarly predicted a decrease in LAI, the thinning of the canopy allows accelerated growth of an understory which used up the remaining available water. As a consequence, runoff was not increased in these simulations. In fact, the assumptions driving MAPSS dictate that under water-limited conditions the vegetation will always use all the water available and runoff increases will never be possible.
Dissection and comparison of the models presented in this volume reveal critical areas in which more information is needed. Will the potentially positive response of photosynthesis rates decrease with prolonged exposure to elevated levels of CO 2 ? Some experimental evidence suggests they will, but none of these models incorporates such an adaptation. All of these models assume that there is little adaptive capacity built into the respiratory system. Respiration rates are assumed to keep their present rate of response to temperature.
Management Implications
Are there management techniques that could be employed to lessen the probability of the predicted changes occurring and increase the sustainability of these forests? First, because growth and yield tables are heavily relied on for proper forest management, and because the trajectory of growth in loblolly pine plantations is predicted to change by these models, it is essential that these tables be modified. It is difficult to identify exactly how the modification should be made based on these modeling results because the changes in climate will occur gradually (and forest growth will respond gradually to those changes), and the trees in these simulations were assumed to be grown under new climatic conditions during their entire lifespan. The exception was in the PIPESTEM simulations, where, with CO 2 fertilization projected to increase yields of recently planted stands by 5 to 10%, alteration of growth and yield tables may be dictated.
Secondly, the simulations presented here demonstrate how valuable forest models could be when employed as a regular part of an adaptive management strategy. Managers could anticipate possible changes hi growth as dictated by the models, make alterations in management regimes, test these regimes in the models, and develop a better feel for the corrections necessary to produce the yields desirable given the climate-induced alterations in growth.
We would anticipate that process models will be relied on much more heavily to assist management Rapid growth-pattern changes induced by a quickly changing climate will invalidate the assumption used in most management models today that forests will growth the same way hi the future that they did in the past Decisions need to be made concerning changes in species to be planted, with managers choosing species better adapted for high growth under new climates. The density of plantings may also need to be shifted dramatically to prevent water shortages from limiting productivity.
The analysis of this set of models and their results suggest that we can make some strong inference about growth trends under future climates. We are capable of making some logical extrapolations from our present knowledge base and those extrapolations will accurately reflect the relationships we now understand. However, these inferences, entirely based on a level of understanding about forestclimate interactions, need improvement Nevertheless, application of these models has helped identify the information needed to create better simulators in the future.
